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Furman University 
Department of Theatre Arts 

THA-223-01 The Actor’s Voice, 4 Credit Hours 
Fall 2015, TR 1:00-2:15, Studio Theatre at The Playhouse 

 
Instructor: Maegan McNerney Azar    Office Hours: MW 11:00-12:00 noon or 
Office Location: Green Room at The Playhouse              by appointment 
Email: maegan.azar@furman.edu    Office Phone: (864) 294-2127   
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Exploration of vocal production for the theatre using a variety of methods 
including articulation for the stage, developing character voices, and stage dialect. 
 
COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

• Become familiar with the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). 
• Address awareness of regionalism through use of IPA. 
• Develop a complete voice and speech warm-up for the performer. 
• Understand how to use the voice to support and enhance acting impulse through relaxation, release, 

exercise, and performance. 
• Introduce the use of archetypes in vocal and character exploration. 
• Introduce the use of dialects as means of character augmentation. 
• Establish an informed vocabulary to critically assess vocal technique. 

 
REQUIRED TEXT: 

• Linklater, Kristin. Freeing the Natural Voice (Revised & Expanded Edition, Copyright 2006). (LINK) 
• Rodenburg, Patsy. The Actor Speaks. (ROD) 

 
EXCERPTS ON MOODLE: 

• Crannell, Kenneth C. Voice and Articulation. (CRAN) 
• Pearson, Carol. Awakening the Heroes Within. 

 
RECOMMENDED TEXT: 

• Kopf, Ginny. The Dialect Handbook. 
• Shakespeare, William. Julius Caesar. 
• Sophocles. Antigone. 

 
CLASS POLICIES:  
ATTENDANCE: You are allowed 3 absences. Any subsequent absence will lower your final grade by 1/3 of a 
letter grade. Tardiness is not tolerated, it is a disruption to you and your classmates’ processes. Three tardies 
equal an absence, and therefore a significantly lower grade. If you arrive after 20 minutes from the beginning 
of class, you are considered absent and will not be graded for the day’s activities. If you are going to miss a 
presentation day, you must let me and your partner know at least twenty-four hours in advance or 
receive a grade of zero on the assignment. For the purpose of this course, there is no difference between 
an excused absence and an unexcused absence. 
 
CLOTHING: Dress appropriately for the situation at hand, the class calendar will outline daily activities. Days 
that are reserved for presentations and exercises require clothing that allows for free movement. Refrain 
from tight, restrictive clothing and excessively baggy clothing. No jeans. No labels. Appropriate footwear is 
also necessary; no flip flops, sandals, or high heels. No bulky or dangly jewelry. Pull hair back, out of the face. 
Hats are not permitted at any time in the acting studio. Appropriate clothing is important for preparing your mind and 
body to work. Those that are not dressed appropriately will receive 5 points off their class participation grade for each day of 
inappropriate attire. Come to class ready to participate. 
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MISCELLANEOUS: Part of learning the acting process is also learning how to act professionally. 
Unprofessional conduct will not be tolerated. Furthermore, in order to fully explore the acting process, you 
are encouraged to take risks in a safe environment. Grotowski suggests “One must create an atmosphere, a 
working system, in which the actor feels he can do anything, and that nothing he does will be mocked, that 
all will be understood,” (Les Lettres francais). Any student that destroys the safe zone of the acting studio will 
be asked to reconsider their choice in taking this class. 
• No food or drinks are permitted in the acting space. 
• Turn off your cell phones; if your phone rings in class, 5 points will be taken off your participation grade. 
• Respect your acting space - whether in class or in rehearsal, strike your furniture. 
• No photography, audio or video recording is permitted without permission from the instructor and each 

student in class. Posting of these items to the internet requires written permission from all involved. 
 
PERFORMANCE ATTENDANCE: THA223 students are required to attend University Theatre Arts productions. 
There are two productions during the semester. You will also be required to see one of the other productions 
listed below. A writing assignment will be due the Monday following your attendance of the performance. 
Do not wait until the last minute to get your tickets. The Furman box office is open Monday through 
Friday 9:00 - 5:00 the week prior to the show, ticket prices are $8 for students. 
Centre Stage’s The Odd Couple                    September 10 – September 26 
Centre Stage’s The Night We Bombed Lincoln Towing   Tuesdays & Wednesdays, September 15-23 
The Warehouse Theatre’s The Rocky Horror Show                   September 18 – October 31 
Trustus Theatre’s Marie Antoinette                   September 18-October 3 
Clemson Players’ A Lie of the Mind                September 28 – October 4 
Centre Stage’s New Play Festival                   October 4-8 
Furman Theatre’s Hair              October 15-18, 21-25 
Centre Stage’s Gidion’s Knot                   Tuesdays & Wednesdays, October 20-28 
NC Stage’s Someone Else            November 4-29 
Furman Theatre’s God of  Carnage                          November 12-15, 18-21 
 
WRITTEN WORK: All papers and assignments must be handed in on time. For each class that the 
assignment is late, you will receive 5 points off the final grade. You have one week to turn in an assignment 
(with exception for the final paper, which must be completed on time), after that you will receive a grade of 
zero. Papers must be typed, submitted via Moodle, and 1.5 or double spaced. Please use Times New 
Roman or Garamond 12 point font in black ink. Please no title pages. Papers should be free of spelling, 
grammatical, and compositional errors. Include works cited material, internal citations where appropriate. 
MLA style. 
 
PRESENTATION WORK: You will be expected to prepare and rehearse presentations and monologues outside 
of class for in-class evaluation and discussion. Rehearsals are your time to work with partners and share 
problems that you may be having; those who let their partners down will be let down in the end. If you are 
not prepared for in-class presentation, you will receive a grade of zero for the assignment. Those who 
have an unexcused absence on the day of a presentation will receive a zero for the assignment, but will be 
required to make-up the assignment for their partner’s sake. If you know you are going to be absent on the 
day of a performance, schedule a session ahead of time to present your piece for a grade. You must let me 
know twenty-four hours in advance if you are to be allowed to make-up the presentation for a grade. Also, 
learning how to constructively interpret classmates’ work is vital. You are required to be in attendance on 
presentation days, even if you are not performing. Those not in attendance on presentation days will 
receive 10 points taken off their class participation grade. Also, you must attend THA223’s 
Finalpalooza night. No exceptions. 
 
COACHINGS: THA223 students must meet at least once during the semester with the instructor for a 15- to 
20-minute private tutorial. Use this time to discuss your progress in the course, difficulty with acting issues, 
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or concerns regarding specific scene work. It is your time, so be prepared with specific material and/or 
concerns. Furthermore, your dialect project must have at least one out-of-class rehearsal with the guest artist. 
Feel free to make additional appointments or rehearsals with the instructor throughout the semester to work 
pieces or discuss grades.  
 
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: Students at Furman University are held to the highest standards of academic 
integrity. All acts of dishonesty in any work including, but not limited to, cheating, plagiarism, 
misrepresentation, and unacceptable collaboration are violations of Furman’s academic integrity standard. 
The Academic Integrity Policy will be followed in any case of violations. This policy is outlined in university 
catalog and the academic integrity page of the Furman University website. 
 
SENIOR SYNTHESIS MATERIALS: All Senior Theatre Arts majors will be required to complete a Senior 
Synthesis project. Graded materials from this course may be used and should be saved for these projects. 
 
 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 
An open mind, and the courage to explore it in public. 
 
No talking in class, unless it is in direct response to class work. Nothing your neighbor says could possibly be 
more important than your own education. 
 
CLASS PARTICIPATION: This grade is based on your commitment to activities and discussion in class, the 
creation of a safe working environment for fellow classmates, your tutorial and out-of-class coaching 
attendance, your attendance on presentation days, and your preparedness for presentations and daily 
exercises.  
 
REHEARSAL: Students are expected to prepare and rehearse presentations and monologues outside of class. 
 
IPA TRANSCRIPTIONS & QUIZZES: You will be required to complete various assignments and quizzes on the 
International Phonetic Alphabet. A firm knowledge and understanding of IPA will assist you in correcting 
regionalisms and learning dialects. 
 
PRESENTATION: You will have 2 monologues, 1 impersonation, and 1 dialect project to present in class, plus 
various other items for exercises (carte blanche and warm-up preparation). One monologue will be chosen 
from Julius Caesar, the other will be chosen from Antigone. You will be given a famous person and source 
material for your impersonation. The dialect project will be of your own creation. Each piece will be 
evaluated several times so that your process as well as your product can be considered. Presentations and 
monologues will be evaluated on diction, projection, pronunciation, incorporation of voice in performance, 
growth, and ability to incorporate notes into presentation. 
 
JOURNALS: Journals should be kept in a bound or spiral notebook. These notebooks will be collected three 
times throughout the semester. They should be an account of your personal experiences in class and during 
rehearsals. This is also another opportunity to communicate with your instructor. No late journals will be 
accepted. Journals must include --  

• a list of every day’s activities/exercises and your response to them (this includes responses to your 
classmates’ scenes/monologues on presentation days) 

• guided journal entries  
• an account of your out of class rehearsals 
• IPA transcriptions 
• personal analysis of your presentation work 
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PERSONAL WARM-UP: You will be required to outline and describe a vocal warm-up for an actor. Based on 
techniques studied in class, this assignment may vary due to personal preference, but should be a complete 
vocal warm-up. This assignment will be completed in your journal and should be turned-in with Journal #1. 
 
PLAY RESPONSES: You will write a response to 1 of the 2 university productions and the outside production 
that you view. You should write an informal response to the second university production in your journal. 
These 1- to 2-page thoughtful responses to the productions must be based on what you view and hear. The 
specific topics of the paper on the University Production will be determined by the instructor. The topic of 
the outside production is your choice. These responses are due the Monday following your attendance of the 
performance. You must turn in your ticket stub with your response. Policies regarding written work will 
be followed. 
 
VOICE INNOVATOR PAPER & PRESENTATION: You will be given a list of voice innovators from which to 
choose to work on with a partner. The paper is to be a well-researched, well-written individual endeavor 
detailing the theory and principles of acting according to an innovator of modern methods of vocal training 
in acting. Include works cited material, internally cited where appropriate. MLA style. (4-6 pages; minimum 
of 3 sources: at least 1 book, only 1 of the required 3 sources may be an internet source; there will be a first 
and final draft due) You and your partner will then choose a lesson in the style of this innovator to teach the 
class (15-20 minutes), final papers are due with presentation. 
 
IPA CARDS: It is important for an actor to have a library of monologues from a variety of writers. You are 
required to turn in 4 monologues throughout the semester. You should read a play and choose a monologue 
from the material for yourself. It should be appropriate to age and type. These assignments are written 
assignments, but a hard copy must be submitted for evaluation. Play title, playwright, character name, and 
brief synopsis (4-6 sentences) of the play should be at the top of the page. Type the monologue below and 
transcribe in IPA. Try for one page please. Do not forget to cite your source. 
 
DIALECT RESEARCH PROJECT & PRESENTATION: Led by guest teaching artist, Jayce Tromsness, you will 
develop a dialect research project for performance at Finalpalooza based on family history or research of a 
regional dialect. By interviewing subjects ranging over two or three generations, you will compile a narrative 
that illuminates a determined time or era. Recordings from these interviews will be analyzed and 
documented, edited and scripted into performance pieces. The research, script, recordings, and transcriptions 
will serve as the material for your final process paper. This paper should be no more than 6 pages long; there 
will be a first and final draft due. Policies regarding written work will be followed. 
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GRADING/EVALUATION: 
Class Participation     100 points 
3 Journal Collections @ 25 points each  75 points 
4 Play Cards @ 25 points each   100 points 
2 Play Responses @ 25 points each   50 points 
IPA Assignments & Quizzes    75 points 
Personal Warm-up     25 points 
Voice Innovator Paper & Presentation  100 points 
Monologue Presentation One    25 points 
Monologue Presentation Two    25 points 
Monologue Presentation Three   50 points 
Monologue Presentation Four (Archetype) 75 points 
Impersonation      50 points 
Dialect Presentation One    50 points 
Final Dialect Presentation    100 points 
Dialect Research Project Script & Paper  100 points 
TOTAL       1000 points 
 
GRADE SCALE: 
975-1000 = A+  875-894 = B+  775-794 = C+  675-694 = D+        0-594 = F 
925-974 = A  825-874 = B  725-774 = C  625-674 = D 
895-924 = A -  795-824 = B -  695-724 = C -  595-624 = D - 
 
DISABILITIES: 
To request disability accommodations, please contact the University’s Disability Services Coordinator at 
(864) 294-2320 or visit www.furman.edu/disability. After initial arrangements are made with this office, 
contact this course’s instructor. 
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CLASS CALENDAR           ASSIGNMENTS 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
 
WEEK ONE – Guided: List 25 grievances (from historical to hysterical, whatever angers you). Be petty if you must.  

Auditions for Furman Theatre’s Fall 2015 Main Stage Productions August 27 & 28  
T Aug 25 Course Introductions/Syllabus & Get-to-Know-You  
R Aug 27 Present Carte Blanche, Begin IPA Vowels    CRAN VOWEL 
 
WEEK TWO – Guided: Why are you in this class?  
T Sept 1 IPA Vowels, Present Jul ius Caesar  Monologue (1)   LINK 13-25 
R Sept 3 Linklater, IPA Consonants      CRAN CONS 
 
WEEK THREE  
   Centre Stage’s The Odd Couple opens September 10 
T Sept 8 IPA Consonants, Present Antigone  Monologue (2)   LINK 31-86 
R Sept 10 Linklater, IPA Work       Vowel Due, 
            LINK 87-116 
 
WEEK FOUR – Guided: Do nothing for 15 minutes (absolutely nothing). Write about it. 

Centre Stage’s Lincoln Towing opens September 15  
The Warehouse Theatre’s Rocky Horror opens September 18 

Trustus Theatre’s Marie Antoinette opens September 18 
T Sept 15 Linklater, IPA Work       Consonant Due,  
            LINK 129-184   
R Sept 17 Linklater, IPA Work       JC IPA Due,  
            LINK 187-205 
 
WEEK FIVE – Guided: Having read JC and Antigone, discuss the vocal challenges evident in both texts. 
T Sept 22 Rodenburg, [Voice Innovator Approval Deadline]   LINK 213-274 
R Sept 24 Rodenburg, IPA Olympics      Antigone IPA Due,  
            ROD 3-87 
 
WEEK SIX – Guided: List 10 small ways in which you could be selfish that might make it easier for you to be selfless. 

  Clemson Players’ A Lie of the Mind opens September 28 
T Sept 29 IPA Quiz, Rodenburg       Journal #1,  
            ROD 91-122 
R Oct 1 Workshop with Thomas Azar on Text     IPA Play Card #1,  
            ROD 139-160 
WEEK SEVEN – Guided: Compare and contrast Linklater & Rodenburg. 

  Centre Stage’s New Play Festival opens October 4 
T Oct 6 Present Jul ius Caesar  and Antigone  Monologues (3)  ROD 163-192 
R Oct 8 Dialects with Jayce Tromsness       Innovator Draft, 
            ROD 193-234  
 
WEEK EIGHT  
  Furman Theatre’s Hair opens October 15 
T  Oct 13 FALL BREAK 
R Oct 15 Dialects with Jayce Tromsness      PEARSON Intro 
 
WEEK NINE – Guided: Create your own Archetype. Fully flesh out this person. 

  Centre Stage’s Gidion’s Knot opens October 20 
T Oct 20 Voice Innovator Lessons, Archetypes    IPA Play Card #2  
R Oct 22 Voice Innovator Lessons, Archetypes     
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WEEK TEN – Guided: Choose a famous person – think about/listen to their voice. Make a collage of images that represent 
their sound.  
T Oct 27 Voice Innovator Lessons, Archetypes    IPA Play Card #3  
R Oct 29 Archetypes      
 
WEEK ELEVEN – Guided: Use this entry as prep and planning space for your Dialect Project. 

South Carolina Theatre Association (SCTA) Convention, November 5-8 at Furman 
NC Stage’s Someone Else opens November 4 

T Nov 3 Archetype Monologue Presentation (4)        
R Nov 5 Dialects with Jayce Tromsness      Journal #2 
 
WEEK TWELVE – Guided: List 10 changes you would like to make to your voice. Can you accomplish each? How? 
   Furman Theatre’s God of Carnage opens November 12 
T Nov 10 Workshop with Thomas Azar on Alexander Technique      
R Nov 12 Dialects with Jayce Tromsness      Dialect Draft Due 
 
WEEK THIRTEEN – Guided: Take a look at your habits (some good, some bad). What’s the payoff in continuing them 
or trying to change them? 
T Nov 17 Impersonations         
R Nov 19 Impersonations       IPA Play Card #4 
 
WEEK FOURTEEN – Guided: Plan your ideal day. There are no restrictions. 
T Nov 24 Present Impersonations  
R Nov 26 THANKSGIVING 
 
WEEK FIFTEEN – Guided: Have you gotten all that you can out of this class? 
T Dec 1 Dialect Presentation One, Workshop Dialect Project  Dialect Script Due  
R Dec 3 Workshop Dialect Project       
 
WEEK SIXTEEN – Finalpalooza December 7 & 8 at 7:00 pm  
T Dec 8 Last Day of Class – Workshop Dialect Project     
 
Journal #3, Dialect Performance, and Dialect Project Paper due at Finalpalooza 
Final Discussion Tuesday, December 15 noon-2:30 pm 


